Mechanisms of Protein Translocation on DNA Are Differentially Responsive to Water Activity.
Water plays important but poorly understood roles in the functions of most biomolecules. We are interested in understanding how proteins use diverse search mechanisms to locate specific sites on DNA; here we present a study of the role of closely associated waters in diverse translocation mechanisms. The bacterial DNA adenine methyltransferase, Dam, moves across large segments of DNA using an intersegmental hopping mechanism, relying in part on movement through bulk water. In contrast, other proteins, such as the bacterial restriction endonuclease EcoRI, rely on a sliding mechanism, requiring the protein to stay closely associated with DNA. Here we probed how these two mechanistically distinct proteins respond to well-characterized osmolytes, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), and glycerol. The ability of Dam to move over large segments of DNA is not impacted by either osmolyte, consistent with its minimal reliance on a sliding mechanism. In contrast, EcoRI endonuclease translocation is significantly enhanced by DMSO and inhibited by glycerol, providing further corroboration that these proteins rely on distinct translocation mechanisms. The well-established similar effects of these osmolytes on bulk water, and their differential effects on macromolecule-associated waters, support our results and provide further evidence of the importance of water in interactions between macromolecules and their ligands.